
























Feb. 2010,  the New Zealand Year of Tiger stamp collection creative team. 



Feb. 2010,  Sophia Zhang and the New Zealand Year of Tiger stamp collection. The 4th stamp features a kite representing a phoenix, an auspicious bird 

in Chinese culture, flying high above the iconic Beehive, the New Zealand parliament building, symbolizing a prosperous future of both countries.



Feb. 2012,  the New Zealand Year of Dragon stamp collection creative team. 



Feb. 2012,  Sophia Zhang was signing on the New Zealand Year of Dragon stamp exhibition on the Wellington CNY Market Day. The 4th stamp depicted 

a pair of swallows hovering around of the Dunedin Railway Station,  the swallows in Chinese culture symbolize hope, blessing and happiness in a land.



Feb. 2013,  the New Zealand Year of Snake stamp collection creative team. 



Feb. 2013,  Sophia Zhang was signing on the New Zealand Year of Snake stamp exhibition on the Auckland CNY Market Day. 
(Please refer to the previous pages for the creative concepts in details. )



May. 2012,  Sophia was introducing the creative concepts and significance of the New Zealand Year of Dragon stamp collections 
on one of the popular Chinese public medias in China - FM914 News Channel Radio Guangdong. 



Jan. 2013,  Sophia was sharing the creative concepts and significance of the New Zealand CNY Lunar stamp collections, also 
introducing New Zealand to the English speaking audiences global-wide of the World Channel of Guangdong Television.



From mid 2012,  Sophia was running a lot of featured seminars to share the creative concepts, cultural heritage and stories behind 
the New Zealand CNY Lunar stamp collections in different cities of China, receiving excellent feedbacks and responses.



Nov. 2012, Sophia attended a featured interview with the top leading television  of P.R. China - CCTV International Channel, introducing 
the stamps and the sundry cross cultural communication designs for the New Zealand local businesses Asian marketing campaigns.



Jan. 2013,  Sophia was attending a monographic interview by another top leading Chinese television  with global wide distribution 
network - Phoenix TV, sharing the stamp stories and the multicultural harmony of New Zealanders and Chinese migrants in NZ.



Apr. 2012,  the National Party delegation presented the New Zealand Year of the Dragon stamps Limited Edition to the former 
Guangdong Provincial Secretary, recent Vice-premier of P.R.China – Wang Yang.



Mar.  2013,  Sophia Zhang was awarded the “Business Innovation Award” of “New Zealand Chinese Business Elite Awards 2012” because of 

her ice-breaking achievements in the China marketing promotion / development for the New Zealand CNY Lunar stamp collections, also 

the pushing forward of the relative cultural exchanging in between New Zealand and China.



Apr. 2013,  Prime Minister John Key with Sophia Zhang holding the New Zealand Year of Dragon Limited Edition on the New 
Zealand Gala Dinner in Beijing of his China visit.



Apr. 2013,  Prime Minister John Key with Sophia Zhang holding the New Zealand Year of Dragon, Tiger and Snake stamp collection 
presentation packs on his China visit in Guangzhou.


